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The Together Space is a new support group for female 

surviviors of violence in Sydney. The intention with the 

brand look was to create graphic elements that can be used 

across platforms to use in place of photography, where 

anonymity can be tricky. The brand voice is to be a guiding 

light for healing, which brought about the idea to use /01
bright colours and simple shapes, complimented by clean 

type. With an emphasis on connection and community, the 

primary focus was creating email templates that make it 

easy to stay connected with members. The affirmation 

card set is a print design element of the project which is 

intended to be rolled out at future TTS events. 

The Together Space: Web, Email & Print Design



/01The Together Space | Email Template Designs



/01The Together Space | Print Card Set



/01The Together Space | Print Card Set



A UTS x UTS Shopfront project to give Addison Road 
Community Centre a new look and feel to express 
its diversity and uniqueness as more than a place 
but the heartbeat of a community. With a new name 
and look, Addi Road has a strong brand with which it 
can continue to advocate for social justice, the arts, /02

women’s rights, sustainability and many others. 
To articulate this wide scope of what Addi Road is, 
the single logo became an abstract logo which is ever 
changing.

Addi Road: Branding



Addi Road Rebrand | Brand Board /02



Addi Road Rebrand | Social Media Content Plan /02



Addi Road Rebrand | Brand Guidelines /02



A video piece, booklet and research visualisation poster 

intended to share the Aboriginal practice of Dadirri, which 

can be thought of as a type of meditation intended to form 

enduring connections with Country. An accompanying 

poster outlines the research process and Indigenous 

knowledge that informed the design process. /03

Dadirri: Layout & Print Design

I acknowledge the Gadigal people of the Eora Nation, 
the traditional custodians of this land and pay my 
respects to elders past, present and emerging. I 
also acknowledge and thank the Indigenous cultural 
advisors who generously shared their knowledge and 
stories with me in order to bring this work to fruition. 
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Digital Factor is a digital printing company in Marrickville 

who is expanding their repertoire into vehicle wrapping and 

exhibition design. In preparation for this expansion of the 

business into new mediums, they were wanting to refresh 

the website, social media and email marketing. The brief 

was simple - black and white with simple graphic elements /04
to maintain brand consistency across all platforms. 

As the team uses a range of different software, 

the idea was to create templates and a set of brand 

elements that could be used across print and digital 

marketing that is client facing. 

Digital Factor: Web & Email Templates Concept 



Digital Factor | Email Marketing Templates /04
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